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Samsung has been a highly preferred name in the market owing to their immaculate features and
classy designs. In comparison to other mobile brands, Samsung gadgets are gaining extensive
popularity. Samsung mobile phones are highly admired for the latest technology embedded in these
handsets. In the world of telecommunication, Samsung has occupied a coveted position. Samsung
is known for introducing the fascinating and compact handsets with advanced technology. Of late,
Samsung has launched many new models of mobile devices with varied prices and specifications to
meet the diverse requirements of consumers.

When it comes to touch-screen phones, Samsung has designed many amazing and versatile
handsets in the market. Samsung Galaxy Beam is one such affordable and touch screen mobile
from Samsung. Samsung I8530 Galaxy Beam is the first full touch mobile which can function as an
enhanced Music Player with a 3.5mm ear jack and dual speakers and with a similar crystal frame
design. Samsung Galaxy Beam is equipped with an internal memory of 8 GB storage and 768 MB
RAM. Its dimensions are 124 x 64.2 x 12.5 mm. The phone also provides an excellent talk-time and
music play. You can operate these handsets with great delight and explore a host of advanced
applications & tools. Sporting a display of 4.0 inches, these phones come with TFT resistive touch-
screen & 16 M colors.

Samsung Galaxy Beam touch screen phone is powered by Samsung's Touch Wiz technology and
enables multiple options for the user. Samsung Galaxy Beam touch screen mobile handset is fruitful
in offering a range of connectivity including GPRS Class 12 with up to 48 kbps speed, EDGE Class
12 and v3.0 with A2DP Bluetooth. In addition, Samsung Galaxy Beam mobile phone is also
powered by Android OS, v2.3.6 (Gingerbread) OS, which will enables the user to enjoy lots of
sophisticated functions. This latest Samsung Touch Screen Phone also comes with integrated 5 MP
camera with 2592 x 1944 pixels as well as autofocus and LED flash. With the assistance of thee
handsets, you can enjoy wonderful features such as geo-tagging, touch focus, face and smile
detection. The handset also allows video playback that supports MPEG4 DivX/WMV/H.264/H.263
player formats. The Galaxy Beam touch-screen phones will help you access Google Search, Maps,
and Gmail. Furthermore, these handsets will allow you to access Google Talk, YouTube, Calendar
and Picasa integration.

The Samsung I8530 Galaxy Beam handset is outfitted with sensors like accelerometer, gyro,
proximity and compass. According to Samsung Mobile Phones Prices in India, these handsets are
quit cost-effective taking the state-of-the-art features incorporated on these phones. Available in
black color, these Galaxy Beam devices are powered by Standard battery, Li-Ion 2000 mAh. After
Samsung C3312 Duos, these handsets can be defined as one of the best touch-screen gadgets
from Samsung. If you have been looking for a Samsung touch-screen device with all the advanced
features and excellent performance, then Galaxy Beam is going to be an ideal option for you.
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For more information about a Samsung Mobile Phones Prices in India, you can visit at techmagnifier.
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